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Introduction: 惑星大気の流出と進化
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後期の緩やかな大気流出（～35億年）
②ジーンズ流出、③非熱的流出

中心星の強い極端紫外放射による
初期の激しい大気流出（～数億年）
①ハイドロダイナミック流出

地球集積 海の形成 地球生命の痕跡？
火星の海

①と②の理論近似は比較的理解が進ん
でいる（と思われていた）。
生命誕生期における①’と③が特に不明。
①’と③が本研究のターゲット。
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•近年の理論研究は熱的流出の抑制を予測
• Yoshida et al. (2022)

• M型星周りのH2-H2O惑星大気
• 赤外活性分子の放射冷却による流体力学的流出の抑制
• 前主系列期間 (~1 Gyr) を経てもH2とH2Oが残留しうる

• Nakayama et al. (2022)
• 高XUV放射下でのN2-O2惑星大気
• 高温（> 3000 K）で電子遷移反応に伴う原子放射冷却が卓越
• 1気圧大気の流出時間 @60 XUV は先行研究 (Johnston+2019) の1万倍に
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高XUV放射下における熱的流出の抑制

3. Results

Here we investigate the response of the thermal structure of
the upper atmosphere to an increase in the XUV irradiation
level. As described in the introduction, the focus of this study is
on the role of atomic line cooling.

3.1. Importance of Atomic Line Cooling

Figure 1 shows the vertical temperature profiles in the upper
atmosphere for three different levels of XUV irradiation
(FXUV), one, three, and five times the present-day Earth’s
irradiation (FXUV,⊕), which are indicated with blue, green, and
red solid lines, respectively. For comparison, the profiles
obtained without atomic line cooling are also shown by dashed
lines. In every case, temperature is found to increase with
increasing altitude because of heating at high altitudes (see
below for details). In the cases of 1FXUV,⊕ and 3FXUV,⊕, the
solid and dashed lines overlap each other, indicating that the
atomic line cooling is ineffective. By contrast, in the case of
5FXUV,⊕, an obvious difference is found between the solid and
dashed lines; namely, the atomic line cooling results in
significant temperature. Although not shown, the difference
increases with increased XUV irradiation.

To understand the effects of atomic line cooling, we show
the profiles of the energy budget for FXUV= 5 FXUV,⊕ in
Figure 2. The upper and lower panels show the results obtained
with and without atomic line cooling, respectively. In both
cases, incident stellar XUV (91 nm) is absorbed and, thereby,
photoelectrons are produced at high altitudes (see the dark blue
lines). Such photoelectrons collide with and excite the ambient
atoms. When atomic line cooling is omitted (see Figure 2(b)),
almost all of the energy thus absorbed is transferred downward
by conduction (see the purple line), followed by radiative
cooling via vibration of molecules such as NO and CO2 at low
altitudes (∼100 km; see the red line). The upper atmosphere
is in radiative equilibrium, as previously understood (e.g.,
Johnstone et al. 2018).

By contrast, in Figure 2(a), the atomic line cooling (brown
line) produces a major contribution to the energy loss, in
addition to conduction (purple line). Under this condition, the
radiative emission from O(1D) associated with excitation via

collisions with N2, O, and e− mainly contributes to atomic line
cooling. The dominant cooling atom and species that play a
major role in collisional excitation depend on the composition
and temperature of the atmospheric gas at each altitude. For
instance, emission from excited N, N+, O, and O+ associated
with collisional excitation by e− is dominant under highly
irradiated conditions. Although conduction also transfers the
absorbed energy downward, similarly to the case without
atomic line cooling, its contribution becomes smaller at higher
altitudes, where the temperature is sufficient to excite electric
transitions. As such, the local energy loss associated with the
atomic line cooling results in a reduction in the atmospheric
temperature, as illustrated in Figure 1. Until FXUV= 5 FXUV,⊕,
the atoms are insufficiently excited, so that the energy budget is
similar to that of the case without atomic line cooling.

3.2. Response to Increase in UV Irradiation

Figure 3 shows the calculated temperature profiles for the
XUV irradiation level, FXUV, of up to 1000 FXUV,⊕. For
FXUV< 300FXUV,⊕ (from black to yellow lines), the temper-
ature profiles are qualitatively similar to one another; the
temperature rises monotonically with increasing altitude above
∼100 km. An increase in FXUV results in an overall temper-
ature rise, including the exospheric temperature. By contrast,
for FXUV� 300FXUV,⊕ (shown by reddish lines), the temper-
ature profiles are not monotonic. Between the two stratified
regions (i.e., between ∼170 and ∼350 km), the temperature
falls with increasing altitude. Also, in the uppermost region
(2000 km), temperature falls with increasing altitude. In this
high-FXUV regime, the exospheric temperature decreases, as
the XUV irradiation increases. This qualitative difference in the
temperature profile between the low-FXUV and high-FXUV
regimes can be interpreted as follows.
When FXUV< 300FXUV,⊕, as shown in Figure 2(a), the

absorption of the incident stellar XUV (91 nm), which causes
photoionization, takes place at all altitudes, whereas the stellar
FUV and NUV (∼91–400 nm) are absorbed only below
100 km. The temperature above 100 km is thus controlled by
heating via photoionization-driven chemical reactions caused
by XUV absorption. The specific heating rate increases with
increasing altitude (see Figure 2(a)), since the XUV energy
density is lower at lower altitudes because of larger optical
depths. This is why temperature rises monotonically with
increasing altitude in the low-FXUV regime.
When FXUV� 300FXUV,⊕, the absorption of FUV and NUV

also takes place above 100 km, in contrast to the low-FXUV
regime. This is confirmed in Figure 4(a), which shows the
altitude profiles of the absorption rate for XUV (red) and FUV
+NUV (blue). The contribution of FUV+NUV is much larger
than that of XUV below 200 km. This is because neutral
molecules, which absorb FUV+NUV, exist below ∼200 km.
This is illustrated in Figure 4(b), where the compositional
fractions of neutral molecules, neutral atoms, and ion species
are shown. Unlike in the low-FXUV regime, because of
relatively high temperatures, and thereby large scale-heights,
molecules exist above 100 km in the high-FXUV regime. Two
peaks of the absorption rate for FUV+NUV, found at ∼200 km
and ∼100 km in Figure 4(a), are for N2 and O2, respectively.
Since the FUV+NUV energy density decreases with decreas-
ing altitude below this, the temperature peaks at ∼200 km.
Temperature also peaks at ∼2000 km and then falls with

increasing altitude for FXUV� 300FXUV,⊕ (see Figure 3). At

Figure 1. Effects of atomic line cooling on the upper-atmospheric structure.
Temperature profiles simulated with (solid lines) and without (dashed lines)
atomic line cooling are shown for three different XUV irradiation levels, one
times (blue), three times (green), and five times (red) the present-day Earth’s
one, FXUV,⊕.
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(Nakayama et al., 2022)

実線：原子放射冷却あり
破線：原子放射冷却なし

• 大気進化シナリオの再考が必要
• 相対的に非熱的流出の重要性が高まる
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非熱的流出の影響の先行研究
F. Tian / Earth and Planetary Science Letters 379 (2013) 104–107 105

When a planetary atmosphere is exposed to intense stellar XUV
photon flux, which occurs on terrestrial planets during their early
evolution histories, close-in exoplanets, and small dwarf planets
such as present Pluto, the upper atmosphere is heated and tem-
perature rises and the atmosphere expands. For this scenario to
occur, thermal conduction through the lower boundary must be
less than the net heating. When the atmosphere expands to large
distance, the gravity of the planet at the exobase, the top of the at-
mosphere, becomes weak enough and major atmospheric species
escape more efficiently through either thermal or nonthermal pro-
cesses. When the escape of major atmospheric species is efficient,
the upper atmosphere flows outward and the adiabatic cooling as-
sociated with the expansion of the rapidly escaping atmosphere
becomes a dominant part of the energy budget of planetary at-
mospheres – the hydrodynamic regime or a hydrodynamic plane-
tary atmosphere (Tian et al., 2008a, 2008b). Because the diffusion-
limited theory does not consider energy required to support rapid
escape, it cannot provide us a good estimate on escape rate of ma-
jor atmospheric species.

Note that there is a difference between the above-mentioned
hydrodynamic planetary atmosphere and the traditional hydro-
dynamic escape, or blowoff, in that the hydrodynamic regime is
reached when the outflow is important in the energy budget of
the upper atmosphere, while the blowoff occurs when the heat-
ing of the upper atmosphere is so strong that the kinetic energy of
the upper atmosphere overcomes the gravity of the planet. Thus a
planetary atmosphere in the hydrodynamic regime does not nec-
essarily blow off. In such an atmosphere the gravitational potential
energy is more than the heat content or kinetic energy of the
atmosphere and the atmospheric escape is Jeans-like (evapora-
tion) no matter whether the actual escape process is thermal or
nonthermal. Thus a planetary atmosphere could be experiencing
Jeans-like escape and in the hydrodynamic regime simultaneously
(Tian et al., 2008a). On the other hand, blowoff can be considered
an extreme case of planetary atmospheres in the hydrodynamic
regime and energy consumption in the outflow is the ultimate fac-
tor controlling the mass loss rate.

Linking the hydrogen content of early Earth’s atmosphere with
the nature of close-in super Earths, the key question this paper in-
tends to address is: can the energy requirement in a hydrodynamic
planetary atmosphere limit atmospheric escape?

2. Hydrodynamic planetary upper atmospheres and the
conservation of total escape rate

Here a 1-D upper planetary atmosphere model, validated
against the upper atmosphere of the present Earth, is used to
study the problem. The model details can be found in Tian et al.
(2008a, 2008b). A key feature of the model is that it can automat-
ically adjust its upper boundary so that the exobase, defined as
where the scale height is comparable to the mean free path, can
be found and the adjusted Jeans escape rates of all species can be
calculated. When increasing the level of solar XUV radiation, both
the upper atmosphere temperature and the exobase altitude in-
crease. At 5 times present solar mean XUV level (XUV × 5), the
exobase altitude can reach more than 104 km and the upper at-
mosphere temperature can be near 9000 K (Tian et al., 2008b).

To include other escape processes at the exobase level in ad-
dition to Jeans escape, the Jeans escape effusion velocity at the
exobase is multiplied by 3, 10, and 20 times respectively. The cal-
culated upper atmosphere temperature profiles are shown in Fig. 1.
The peak temperature in the upper atmosphere cools with in-
creasing escape efficiency from 9000 K in the Jeans escape only
case to 8000, 7500, and 7000 K in the 3×, 10×, and 20× more
efficient atmosphere escape cases. Correspondingly the exobase
altitude decreases with increased escape efficiency because of

Fig. 1. Upper atmosphere structures of the Earth under 5 times present XUV radi-
ation level with different escape effusion velocities at the exobase level, which are
where the curves end.

Fig. 2. Total escape rate of major atmosphere species as a function of escape ef-
ficiency from the exobase level. The atmospheres used in these simulations have
composition the same as that of present Earth but are under 5 times present Earth’s
XUV radiation level. If the upper atmosphere structure is not influenced by es-
cape of major atmospheric species and the subsequent outflow, the total escape
rate would have increased linearly with enhanced escape efficiency at the exobase
level as shown by the dashed line. However, when considering the energy consump-
tion of outflow in the upper atmosphere, the upper atmosphere cools and shrinks
(shown in Fig. 1) and the total escape rate remains conserved with enhanced escape
efficiency at the exobase level.

decreased scale height. Note that although the scale height is
inversely proportional to the temperature, the exobase altitude
is not.

The shrinking of the upper atmosphere with increasing escape
efficiency at the exobase level has an interesting consequence on
the total atmospheric escape rate, shown as a solid curve in Fig. 2.
In comparison the dashed line in Fig. 2 shows a linear increase of
total escape with enhanced escape efficiency if the upper atmo-
sphere structure is not influenced by atmospheric escape. When
considering the energy required to support a strong outflow, which
is a consequence of rapid escape of major atmosphere species, the
total escape rate of such species remains almost a constant (a con-
servation of total escape rate) when increasing escape efficiency
from the exobase level. The conservation of total escape rate from
a hydrodynamic planetary atmosphere is a demonstration of the
law of the conservation of energy – changing the escape efficiency
at the exobase level does not change the total amount of energy
heating the upper atmosphere.

(Tian, 2013)

• 非熱的流出の影響
• Tian (2013) は流体モデルを用いて、非熱的流出による膨張大気の収縮を示唆。
• 外圏底における大気の流出速度（effusion velocity）を変化させて計算。外圏底より上の物理は不明。
• 断熱膨張による冷却が、大気の収縮を引き起こす。



•本研究の目的
•惑星大気の非熱的流出*が熱的流出や大気構造に及ぼす影響を、
DSMC (Direct simulation Monte Carlo) モデルで評価する。

•得られた大気構造から、系内・系外の惑星大気観測への示唆を
議論する。
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本研究の目的

* 非熱的流出過程として、本研究ではイオンピックアップを想定
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DSMCモデル

Upper thermosphere‒exosphere particle model using the direct 
simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) method (K. Terada et al., 2016)

The strategy of the model is to track the trajectory and status of the simulated 
particles, and then the physical quantities are obtained through statistical averaging.

Move
• Position and velocity update

Solar heating and IR cooling
• Velocity update

Photochemical reactions
• Add and loss

Collision
• Velocity update

Inflow and outflow
• Add and loss
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DSMCモデル
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The EUV flux model (F10.7 = 150) (Richards et al., 1994)

The UV flux model [Strobel, 1978]
1 EUV

10 EUV

O2 + hν → O + O
N2 + hν → N2+ + O
N2 + hν → N+ + N + e
N2 + hν → N2*

O2 + hν → O+ + O + e
O + hν → O++ e

O + hν → O++ + e + e
O + O + M → O2 + M
O + OH → O2 + H
O + HO2 → O2 + OH
O + O → O2 + hν

Photochemical reactions
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Thermosphere model
for energetics and compositions (Fujiwara, 1996)

energy conservation equation

continuity equation of mass mixing ratio (O, O2, N2)

where T is the temperature, t is time, g is gravity, Cp is the specific heat at a constant 
pressure, H is the scale height, ρ is density, Km is the coefficient of the molecular heat 
condition, Kt is the coefficient of turbulent heat conduction, J is the electric current, E is the 
electric field, QS is the solar heating, QR is the radiative cooling, QP is the particle heating, ψi is 
the mass mixing ratio of i-th species, mi is the molecular mass of i-th species, Ci is the 
diffusion velocity of i-th species, n is the total number density, m is mean molecular mass, 
and Dt is the eddy diffusion coefficient.
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10EUV λ escape rate 
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O 2.3 1.9×1015

N2 4.0 5.0×1012

O2 4.6 2.0×1014

20EUV λ escape rate 
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O < 5.0×10-3 > 6.0×1015

N2 < 8.7×10-3 > 1.0×1016

O2 < 1.0×10-2 > 1.0×1015

1 terrestrial ocean could have 
lost in < 1 Gyrs (Note: O2 was not 
abundant at Earth before 2.0-2.4 Gyr ago)

Case 0（初期状態 - 地球10 EUVケース）

注）
上部熱圏はDSMCモデル（放射冷却をオフ）、
下部熱圏・中間圏はFujiwaraモデルを用いた



• Case I
• 非熱的流出を外圏底近傍で与え、その強さを変化させた場合

• Case II
• 非熱的流出を外圏底近傍で与え、その位置を変化させた場合

• Case III
• 非熱的流出をある高度（磁気圏界面を想定）より上側全域で与え、
その強さを変化させた場合
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計算条件
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• 高度範囲 𝑟 = 𝑟! − 0.5𝐻"# , 𝑟! に非熱的流出を付加。
• ここで、𝑟! は外圏底高度、 𝐻"# は初期スケールハイト（2700 km）。
• 非熱的流出率は、熱的流出率の1, 3, 9倍を与えた。

• 非熱的流出の付加により、上層大気全域で温度低下。
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Case I（非熱的流出の強度依存性）

□ 非熱的流出で大気を取り除いた高度範囲
※ 外圏底
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• 非熱的流出により上向き速度が増加、断熱膨張による冷却（Tian (2013) と整合的）

• 「非熱的流出率＜熱的流出率」のとき、トータルの流出率は最大23%増加（ほぼ一定）
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Case I（非熱的流出の強度依存性）
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• 𝑟 = 𝑟( − 0.5𝐻)' , 𝑟( (exobase),   𝑟 = 𝑟( + 0.5𝐻)' , 𝑟( +𝐻)' (above),   
𝑟 = 𝑟( − 1.5𝐻)' , 𝑟( −𝐻)' (below) の3通りの高度範囲に非熱的流出を付加。

• 「above」が最も大きく温度低下。高高度では高い位置エネルギー（重力ポテン
シャル）をもつ分子が取り除かれるので、エネルギー損失に大きく寄与。
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Case II（非熱的流出の位置依存性）

□ 非熱的流出で大気を取り除いた高度範囲
※ 外圏底
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• 固定高度（4000 km）より上側で非熱的流出を付加。
• 非熱的流出率は、熱的流出率の1, 3, 9倍を与えた。

• 「非熱的流出率＞熱的流出率」のとき、イオンピックアップが生じる下限高度
（～磁気圏界面）で大気密度が急減。
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Case III（固定高度より上側での非熱的流出）

イオンピックアップ領域

磁気圏領域
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Figure 1: The flow of solar wind protons and the hydrogen exosphere cloud seen from above in the

direction of the negative z-axis (perpendicular to the orbital plane). Each point corresponds to a neutral

hydrogen (red), or a proton (blue) meta particle in the slice �108  z  108 m. The circle without particles

correspond to the inner boundary of the simulation, and the large area without protons corresponds to the

assumed obstacle to the stellar wind, that is emptied of protons after each time step.
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•膨張惑星大気の上端は何で決まるのか？
• 輻射圧？ 電離？

•「非熱的流出率＞熱的流出率」となる天
体では、惑星磁気圏サイズで外圏底の位
置が決まりうる。
• 膨張大気の観測により、惑星磁場強度を制約
しうる可能性。

観測への示唆： 膨張惑星大気の上端

HD209458bの膨張水素大気。
水素ENA観測は、惑星磁気圏サイズに拡がる大気を示唆
(Holmstrom+2008)

photoionized. The acceleration must occur before they move out
from the region in front of the star, owing to the orbital motion of
the planet. The second feature is difficult to explain. If hydrogen
atoms were driven to speeds of up to 130 km s21, we would expect
the velocity spectrum to have an exponential decay for higher velo-
cities, because photoionization gives the hydrogen atoms a finite
lifetime (four hours on average). This drop-off for high velocities is
independent of the details of the model, for example the values of
radiation pressure and photoionization lifetime used. This would
lead to a decay in the absorption spectrum, inconsistent with the
observed fairly uniform absorption over the whole velocity range
2130 to 245 km s21. Finally, an exosphere driven by radiation pres-
sure cannot explain hydrogen atoms moving towards the star with
speeds between 30 and 105 km s21. However, this feature is not com-
pletely certain, and more observations may be needed to clarify
whether an absorption is present in the red part of the line (towards
the star)1.

Our model shows that the three observed features can be explained
by ENAs. If we turn off the ENA production in the model, none of
these features are explained. When we compare the modelled Lya
profile with the observed ones, we find that the modelled spectrum
leads to attenuation over the whole velocity range from 2130 to
245 km s21, as observed. The model also shows some absorption
in the red part of the velocity spectrum, that is, hydrogen atoms
moving at high velocities towards the star, because for this stellar
wind (50 km s21 and 106 K), some part of the proton velocity distri-
bution will have positive velocities along the x axis, resulting in an
ENA flux towards the star. This slow and hot stellar wind is not
unrealistic at such small orbital distances13.
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Figure 1 | The hydrogen cloud around the planet. a, Shown from above,
perpendicular to the planet’s orbital plane; b, as seen from Earth, along the
direction of the x axis. Each point corresponds to a hydrogen meta particle.
The colour of the points shows the velocity of the particles along the x axis.
Particles with velocity magnitude smaller than 50 km s21 are red, and those
with higher velocity are black. The small circles show the planet size. The
large circle in b shows the star’s position at mid-transit. During transit the
star moves from left to right in b. At the outer boundaries of the simulation
domain, stellar wind protons are injected with a number density of
2 3 103 cm23, velocity 50 km s21 and temperature106 K. The planet’s
interaction with the stellar wind is modelled by removing all stellar wind
protons inside a conic obstacle at a substellar distance of about 4.2Rp (where
the radius of the planet Rp 5 9.4 3 107 m). Hydrogen atoms are launched
from an inner boundary (a sphere of radius 2.1Rp) assuming a number

density of 108 cm23 and a temperature of 7,000 K, consistent with
atmospheric models18. The trajectory of each proton and hydrogen atom is
followed in time. The forces on a hydrogen atom are the gravity of the planet,
the Coriolis force due to the rotating coordinate system, and radiation
pressure. After each time step a hydrogen atom can undergo
photoionization, elastic collision with another hydrogen atom or charge
exchange with a proton. The photoionization time assumed is 4 h which is a
scaled Earth value. The radiation pressure corresponds to a
photon–hydrogen collision rate of 0.35 s21 and is chosen to improve the
model fit. It is lower than a scaled Earth value of 0.6–1.6 s21 over a solar
cycle. The coordinate system used is centred at the planet with its x axis
towards the star, and the y axis opposite to the planet’s velocity. Further
details of the simulations can be found in the Supplementary Information.
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Figure 2 | Velocities of the hydrogen atoms. The modelled x axis
(planet–star) velocity spectrum of hydrogen atoms in front of the star at the
moment of mid-transit, not including atoms in front or behind the planet.
The part of the distribution that is due to ENAs is shaded. Varying the stellar
wind temperature and velocity in the model confirms that the width of this
part of the distribution is proportional to the temperature of the stellar wind,
with a larger width for larger temperatures, and the centre of the distribution
follows the stellar wind velocity. The unshaded part of the spectrum is due to
the exospheric hydrogen atoms.
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高EUV放射下の系外惑星が主な対
象。初期地球・火星・金星へ応用
（大気進化シナリオの再考）。
タイタン、冥王星などで非熱的流
出の影響の検証が必要。



• 非熱的流出の影響
• 非熱的流出（イオンピックアップ）により、膨張惑星大気が冷却されて収縮し、熱的流出率
が減少することをDSMCモデルを用いて示した。

• 「非熱的流出率＜熱的流出率」のとき、トータルの流出率は最大23%増加（ほぼ一定）。
• 外圏底より高高度における流出も大気の冷却に大きく寄与。
• 「非熱的流出率＞熱的流出率」のとき、イオンピックアップが生じる下限高度（～磁気圏界
面）で大気密度が急減。

• 観測への示唆
• 「非熱的流出率＞熱的流出率」となる天体では、惑星磁気圏サイズで外圏底の位置が決まり
うる。膨張大気の観測により、惑星磁場強度を制約しうる可能性。

• 高EUV放射下の系外惑星、タイタン、冥王星などで非熱的流出の影響の検証が必要。
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